Two months have passed since "Kanshateki Kaitai Yoeko Tour".
How are you?
It's been a long time!
Here is the woman who was Yoeko Kurahashi.
Thank you very much for the great love you have given in my Yoeko Kurahashi days.
Thanks to you, we are releasing the best compilation “SHUUGAKUSHOU”, a posthumous thankful dismantling release!
Well,
I am now having a second healthy life. And of course I still enjoy playing it. The piano.
Though my fingers are not as good as when I was a singer and practiced everyday (laughs).
But as I thought, Yoeko Kurahashi is completely gone, all the representation is over and
no "song" can't be done anymore, to tell the truth.
I think “KAITAI PIANO” was absolutely the final of “Yoeko Kurahashi”.
And,
there's something else I want to say.
About the petition done for the DVD release of the last live, many fans have signed it...
all the staff received this as a grateful and surprising news.
I'm really really happy with all the demand. Thank you very much.
The last tour, as I thought, was the best one for me.
I, as someone who was Yoeko Kurahashi, actually want this DVD to be released too (laughs).
Again, this is something I've said during the tour but,
“Yoeko Kurahashi” was not created by Yoeko Kurahashi alone, many staffs also helped to make it.
I only took part in writing songs, singing and performing,
many other people worked to construct Yoeko Kurahashi's basis in these 8 years.
So,
releasing “KAITAI PIANO”, retiring with “Kanshateki Kaitai Yoeko Tour”,
releasing the compilation “SHUUGAKUSHOU”, and...
dismantling the “Yoeko Kurahashi” that was so supported by the staff
was like taking one step at a time, until the time this compilation is released.
For now, rebuilding a dismantled “Yoeko Kurahashi” and start working in a new DVD is something pretty difficult.
I feel really sorry for being unable to grant a request from the people who really gave me so much love.
I appreciate everyone's understanding. Excuse me... (cries).
There is still one thing to say.
“Yoeko Kurahashi” has dismantled in a nice form, thanks to everyone's power and energy at the live houses,
and also to the ones who were not present but wished a successful dismantling.
I learned with you that our biggest treasures are not only necessarily the things we can see with our eyes.
I'll never forget everyone's presence and the time I received so much energy and exchanged experiences will go on,
I can still remember all the sensation as if they were happening right now, I hope to receive this energy from now on too.
And equally, as long as you remember the time when "Yoeko Kurahashi" was around
screaming out loud, with eyes wide open, crying and laughing,
she will always be in your mind in any dimension, singing for you!!
ho~ra~ ne~*.
from Yoeko Kurahashi, and the former-Yoeko Kurahashi woman.
Thank you~!!!!!!!

*phrase from hit song “RYUUSEI” (from MODERN GIRL, 2003). Literally means “look out!”.

